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Lily Jan

Lily Jan came to biophysics “by elimination.” Born in China to parents
who were both accountants, Jan moved
to Taiwan as a baby. Although she does
not recall having an inclination toward
science as a child, she does remember
her high school chemistry teacher, who
always made himself available to her,
and encouraged her to pursue more indepth studies by providing her with
additional study material.
During high school, students in
Taiwan needed to choose a career
track, which enabled them to start
taking classes that would fit their
future careers. At that time, science
in Taiwan was essentially split
between biology and physics. The
biology section, however, was primarily geared toward medical school or
traditional fields such as zoology and
botany. “In Taiwan we applied to
specific departments (e.g. physics),”
explains Jan, “when we applied to college, and acceptance was based on the
outcome of a whole-island exam lasting for days for all high school graduates at once.” During this time, the
Nobel Prize for Physics went to
China’s Chen Ning Yang and Tsung-

Dao Lee, which popularized physics
for the upcoming generation of high
school graduates. Excited by this, Jan
chose physics.
After graduating from the
National Taiwan University in 1968
with a degree in physics, Jan attended
graduate school at the California
Institute of Technology. After having
lived on an island for most of her life,
traveling was “a big deal,” so Jan
looked forward to attending graduate
school overseas. Among the small
group of graduates making the trip to
CalTech was Yuh Nung Jan, who only
a friend at the time would later
become her husband.
Jan chose CalTech because of its
reputation in high-energy theoretical
physics and studied under the guidance of George Zweig. After two years
studying physics, Jan switched her
major to biology and worked with
two new thesis advisors, Jean Paul
Revel and Max Delbrück. Some of her
fellow graduate students in the dorm
were biology majors, and Jan noticed
how excited they were over what they
did and discovered. She realized that
“lots of things were possible,” which
was very different from the experience she had in Taiwan. Influential,
too, was Delbrück, who was a mentor
to Jan. It helped that he was interested in biology, and influenced many
physics students to turn their attention to biology. She marvels at the
opportunities she and her husband
were given at Caltech to “switch from
physics to biology with no background preparation.” Although as
postdocs at CalTech she and her husband worked closely on the same
projects, Delbrück and Revel helped
her work on her thesis, trying to not
overlap her work with that of her husband. In the end, Jan graduated from
Caltech with a doctorate in both
physics and biophysics.
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She stayed at Caltech as a Research
the University of California, San and recently won a prize. Son, Max,
Fellow to do some postdoctoral collabFrancisco. As a dual-career family they named after Jan’s influential mentor at
oration with her husband. Together
found they could work together by CalTech, has followed his namesake, and
they worked in Seymour Benzer’s lab,
working separately. Over the years they at the age of 17 is getting involved in lab
where Jan began to develop as a biohave adjusted the way they collaborate. work.
physicist. The Jans explored the genet“On the faculty, we
To those startics of the fruit fly and how it affected its
have developed two
As a dual-career family ing out in science,
behavior. There, they identified the
lines of research,” she they found they could work Jan’s advice is to
Shaker gene as a gene of potential strucexplains, “one on po- together by working
“identify the scientural importance to potassium chantassium channels and separately.
tific problem you
nels, and studied how its mutation
one on neural develbelieve is interesting
affected the behavior of the fruit fly
opment, and we each
and important and
itself.
follow one line more
run with it.” In the
To further examine the Shaker gene,
closely.” Jan feels fortunate that they words of her mentor, Max Delbrück,
however, the Jans needed to look more
have been able to “pick up new ‘don’t do fashionable science’.
intently at the gene and its function.
approaches as novices on the faculty,
One of her former postdocs,
Since this was pre patch-clamping days,
and to be given the time—much longer Edward Cooper, now at the University
the only cells they were able to look at
than we anticipated in the case of Shaker of Pennsylvania Medical Center, praises
were large muscle cells. Together they
cloning—to pursue difficult problems at her for making work in her lab exciting.
decided to move to Harvard to work in
UCSF.”
She always maintained a “clear focus in
Stephen Kuffler’s lab to
Throughout the group,” he says, “on identifying
learn more about neuroimportant scientific questions and new
“....I have always marveled this time, the
physiology and how it at the opportunities, rather Jans were also try- methodological strategies for addresscould help define and cor- than obstacles.”
ing to raise a fam- ing them.” Cooper also stressed that
relate their own findings.
ily. “At Harvard,” Jan fostered an atmosphere of respect
At Harvard, Jan was
Jan re-counts, “we and commitment “through many quithe first woman postdoc
actually took shifts carrying on ex-peri- etly generous acts,” toward her trainees,
in Kuffler’s lab. But when asked about
ments lasting quite a bit longer than 12 staff, and colleagues. Jan has been
obstacles faced as a woman in a thenhours a day while tending our first baby.” decribed as having an amazing range of
male dominated field, Jan focuses on the
Juggling her career and her children was knowledge and an ability to focus, and
opportunities instead. “I witnessed the
not that difficult, however, because the get the work done without appearing
transition,” she recounts, “and for that
flexibility of her lab schedule allowed her harried.
reason perhaps I have always marveled at
to be there for her children when she
One key to Jan’s scientific success is
the opportunities, rather than obstacles.”
needed to be. And having them to come her determination to do something
When she went to CalTech in 1968 as a
home to helped her get away from it all “important and something she believes
graduate student there was only one
when she got home. Yet, it was easy and in.” It is the same determination she
graduate women’s house, which she
not uncommon for her to go home and applies to her family life. When not
describes as “a corner house for seven of
remain focused on her work. She found working in the lab, Jan enjoys planning
us, very thoughtfully just then set up by
that the hardest part about balancing her vacations and traveling with her family
the faculty.” Less than four years later,
career and her children was the guilt she and reading in her spare time. But
the first undergraduate woman transfelt. Eventually, however, she realized being a Mom is a major priority.
ferred to CalTech. Now at UCSF, she
that her children were doing just fine, “Before our daughter and son both take
notes that “there have been a fairly large
and that it was her own feelings she off for college and then their own
number of very strong female faculty
needed to work on. Her daughter, Emily, careers,” she explains, “my husband
thriving scientifically, in a progressive
is now 25 and what Jan calls a “born and I do not travel at the same time
and proactive environment.”
artist.” She majored in theater at Brown because it is important for at least one
Following her work at Harvard, Jan
University and has illustrated her first parent to be around for that casual chat
returned to California, where both she
children’s book, Pieces of Gold, that was anytime in the evening.”
and her husband accepted positions at
published in several languages in 2001

